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About This Game

Oldschool Style!
Night street racing atmosphere!

Smart and simple UI!
Huge amout of Tuning parts!

Racing with other racers!
Over 200 missions in Career!

Gameplay:
- Drift physics

- Huge city map
- Free ride mode
- Career mode

- Single race mode (Random racers)

Tuning:
- Body Parts (Bumpers, Side skirts, wings, etc)

- Rims
- Custom Lights

- Neon
- Suspension Height

- Performance and engine upgrades (Pistons, Intake, Exhaust, Turbo, ECU, Nitrous, etc)
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- Body/Rims Paint
- Hydraulic Suspensions

- Camouflages
And much more nice things!

Informative tachometer and boost gauge!
50% Arcade physics/ 50% Realistic physics (For fun gameplay)

Smart and agressive AI

Game is some kind of simulator of tuning!
In this game you can create your favorite ride!
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Title: J.U.R : Japan Underground Racing
Genre: Casual, Indie, Racing, Simulation
Developer:
JDM4iK
Publisher:
JDM4iK
Release Date: 13 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Celeron, Pentium 4

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce GT640

Storage: 400 MB available space

Additional Notes: Recommended DX11

English
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jur japan underground racing

the end is impossible to finish. Great Software. Using it for quite long now. See the results at my youtube channel. just search
up augmen so/augmenso. Help what happens at the end... are we meant to be psychic ... :( whats happened to part 2... we have
been robbed!!!! :(. Playable artificial nightmare about human phsihology and relationships at semi-instinkt level?/// dat ma
tought!. Another bad joke on Steam.. Makes my videocard/fans in my computer make a godawful screeching noise, and the
game doesn't allow for any tweaking of video settings to attempt to resolve.. looks good but somehow rather poor. This is barely
a game. From the description and screenshots I expected a game with actual fighting mechanics and the term "drunk fighting"
actually coming into play. This game has 2 fighting animations and continuous random sfx playing from each person you fight
throughout the whole game. Meaning if you're in a battle with 12 other people expect to hear the same 4 sounds every 3 seconds
from each of them. Waste of money and time.. Whether it's starting off the level being damaged, enemies coming out of thin air
and dealing massive damage in a second, or crashing animations and the game itself the game is just unplayable. I haven't even
mentioned the low res and absence of options so you have to hit enter to use anything. This could have been a pretty enjoyable
game, but can't be since it just doesn't run.. I'm really enjoying this game. It gives a cool twist on the classic Tower Defence
genre - where you control the towers, adding an extra layer to the gameplay - and does it with a satisfying style.

It seems to be the dev's first foray into the Steam Store, and he's done a good job of it. If you like simple, fun, addictive strategy
games, it's worth checking out.
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Mesmerizing.
I was going to play for about half an hour,
but didn't realize I've already spent more than 3 hours playing this game.. Atmosphere is amazing. But the game play is too slow
pace. not for me.. A rather fun square-sliding puzzle game.

I consider myself a reasonably clever person; Flat Path disagrees. I'm stuck on 11\/100. I shudder to think what hellish mental
contortions the remaining 89 would subject me to.. SWEET JESUS.. This game seems fun at first, then after the first 2-4 levels
you realize the only difference is that the enemy gets tougher, starts working faster and the terrain starts off different...
Eventually had to start carving massive mountains to slow down the enemy which failed when their God flattened them and i ran
out of Mana. 1\/10 fun for the first few levels and gets incredibly dull and repetitive.
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